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Gravitational Wave & Stiffness  of Nuclear matter Equation of State

Gravitational Wave Signal  (Hotokezaka ’11)

Soft EOS (APR4)

Stiff EOS (H4)

2022/3/30

Neutron star matter (zero temperature & beta equilibrium) EOS 
may be constrained.  ⇒ finite temperature and arbitrary proton fraction ?  
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Table 1 EOS parameters adopted in this study, K0, L, and ⌘, and the maximum mass,

Mmax, for the NS constructed with each EOS.

EOS K0 (MeV) L (MeV) ⌘ (MeV) Mmax/M�
SLy4 230 45.9 78.5 2.05

SKa 263 74.6 114 2.22

SkI3 258 101 138 2.25

SkMp 231 70.3 105 2.11

DD2 243 55.0 90.2 2.41

Shen 281 111 151 2.17

Togashi 245 38.7 71.6 2.21
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Fig. 2 The constraints derived from the nuclear experiments are put on the bottom-

right part, where the constraining region in the order from left to right corresponds to

RCNP, S⇡RIT, and PREX-II. For reference, the fiducial region is also shown, assuming

that L = 60± 20MeV and K0 = 240± 20MeV. In addition, we show the astrophysical and

theoretical constraints are shown (see text for details). For reference, NS mass and radius

relations constructed with five di↵erent EOSs listed in Table 1 are also shown. The constraint

from MSP J0740+6620 is shown by the shaded region (68%) and the enclosed region with

solid line (95%).

in the NS mass and radius relation is allowed by using the recent constraints on the density-

dependence of nuclear symmetry energy obtained via S⇡RIT and PREX-II together with

the experiment by RCNP. Compared to the other astrophysical constraints on the NS mass

and radius, the allowed region we gave in this study, based on the nuclear experiments, still

seems to be consistent, but the improvement of terrestrial experiments certainly helps us

to understand the equation of state for NS matter. A number of future experiments are

planned, which are expected to provide a further constraint on the NS mass and radius

relation. For example, CREX measurement with 48Ca has already been done, which may
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Core-Collapse Supernovae

SN 1987A

・Energetic evets 𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟏 erg (ejecta), 𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟑 erg (neutrino)
・Emissions of neutrinos and gravitational Waves
・Formations of  a neutron star or a black hole 
・Nucleosynthesis site of heavy elements
・Extreme test for nuclear physics
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Core-Collapse Supernovae

1, Core collapse 
2, Neutrino trapping

ν: neutrinos𝝆~𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐 [g/cm𝟑] 𝝆~𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟒 [g/cm𝟑]
3, Core bounce

4, Shock Propagation in Core
( 1sec after Core-Collapse )

5, Supernova    
Explosion
(1day)

𝑬*~𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟑 [erg]

𝝆~𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎 [g/cm𝟑]

𝑬𝒌𝒊𝒏~𝟏𝟎𝟓𝟏 [erg]
(1% of 𝑬*) 

NS

0, Stellar evolution (10Myr)
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（Si….)

③Shocked Matter
(n, p, light nuclei)

(Si,C+O,He,H)？

~2000 km

① Core Collapse
(heavy nuclei,  n)

~𝟏𝟎𝟖"𝟗 km

N,Z
N,Z free

p,nα

Electron 
photon
(uniform)

nuclei

N’,Z’

Fe

②Proto-
Neutron Star

~10 km
~150 km
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Fe？
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nuclei, p & n :
Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium
(NSE) 𝝁 𝑵,𝒁 = 𝑵𝝁𝒏 + 𝒁𝝁𝒑



Supernova Simulations
① Hydrodynamics of matter in 3D space
② Neutrino transport  in 3D space + 3D momentum space

2D (axisymmetric) simulation（Nagakura+ 18）
based on Furusawa-Togashi EOS (SF+17d) 7



Motions of neutrinos and
matter around 

Proto-Neutron Star
（Nagakura+18）
Togashi-Furusawa EOS 
(SF+17d)

Nuclear Physics Inputs of Supernova Simulations
①Equation of  State(EOS)     Interaction model (stiffness), 

Nuclear model (Which nuclei ?)
②Weak interaction rates  (Neutrino emissions, absorptions, and scattering )

entropy

Ex. 𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆& ↔ 𝑵 + 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + 𝝂𝒆
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EOS tables as functions of (𝝆, T, Yp)

・ Single Nucleus Approximation EOS : n, p, α, <A>

● Compressible LDM (LS)- Skyrme 180, 220, 375 (Latimer+’91) 
● Thomas-Fermi (STOS) –TM1e (H. Shen+’21) , TM1(H. Shen+’98), 

- Variational method (Togashi+’17)

・ Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium EOS : n, p & all nuclei

● HS - SFHo, DD2, TM1, ... (Hempel+’11, Steiner+’13)
● FYSS – Variational method  (SF+’17, FT EOS)    DBHF (SF+,’20)  TM1 (SF+’17) 

● RG – SLy4 (Raduta & Gulminelli‘18)   

●PT –DD2 (Typel’18)  
●UTK  (Du+ ’22)

・Hybrid  EOS :  NSE @low ρ & SNA @high ρ

● SHO - FSU, FSU2.1, NL3 (G.Shen et al. ’11) 

● SRO - SLy4, KDE0v1, NRAPR, LS220 (Schneider et al. ’17) 

Soft R1.4<12.5 km, R1.4=12.5-13.5 km, Stiff: R1.4>13.5 km
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌𝑒 ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
① Pre-Collapse Phase (160ms to core bounce)
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𝑻
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]  

   
   

 

𝝆 [g/cm𝟑]

𝒀𝒑

↓r=0
(center)

2D
FT EOS 
Iron Core of 11.2 𝑀⨀



tb=      0 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌𝑒 ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
② Core Bounce

𝑻
[M
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]  
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(center of PNS)

Neutrino Sphere↓



tb= 100 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌𝑒 ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
③ Post Bounce Phase (100ms past core bounce)
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tb= 300 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌𝑒 ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
④ Shock Revival Phase (300ms past core bounce)
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tb= -160 ms
tb=      0 ms
tb= 100 ms
tb= 300 ms
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(𝜌,𝑇,𝑌𝑒 ) in Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
𝑻
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Fe group(A≈56),
Accretion

n, p, light nuclei(A≈2－4)
Shocked matter

Heavy nuclei(A≈56→1000)



Nuclei in stellar core collapse 

X(Z,N)

log10(𝑋())

・ Dense electrons reduce
nuclear Coulomb energy.
→ large mass nuclei
・ 𝝁𝒏> 𝝁𝒑

→ neutron-rich nuclei

ν

Sensitive to nuclear excitation models in NSE calculations.  
Mass data and nuclear interaction are trivial (Furusawa ’18,)

mass fractions of nuclei at center 



Theoretical
EC data
(Fuler ‘82~
Langanke 03)

Nuclei in 
CCSNe

Important Nuclei Z ≈ 25-40, N ≈40-80
Primary Targets (Z,N)≈(30,50)

6)/7*'8*30$/,%'&*9)#,"%$*:),)
;<*#)%,1,1'&*8"&/,1'&*0$($0*-$&21,1$2*8'%*34"),1'&*'8*!,),$*=

𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆" → 𝑵 + 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + ν𝒆
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Neutrino Luminosity

⇒ smaller neutrino emissions

More electron capture rates

𝑅*+,
(10km)

𝑅-
(50km)

𝑅.
(150km) ν!

Higher electron 
capture rates

⇒ ①fewer leptons in PNS
⇒smaller mass of PNS
⇒smaller shock radius 𝑅'

⇒② more neutrino captures around 𝑅/
⇒larger neutrino sphere 𝑅-
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Rate improvements: Raduta+’17,  Titus+’18,  Dzhioev+’20, Giraud+ ’21 , Johnston+ ‘22 
Johnston+‘22

. 𝑵, 𝒁 + 𝒆& ↔ 𝑵 + 𝟏, 𝒁 − 𝟏 + 𝝂𝒆



Nuclei after bounce.

X(Z,N)

log10(𝑋())
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Light cluster (especially deuteron) physics 
may affect shock dynamics  
(SF+13, Fischer+’18, Nagakura+ 19)

Ex2) Mass fraction 
of shocked matter
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Impact of EOSs  on Supernova Simulations

① Soft EOSs give larger shock radii. 
(e.g. Sumiyoshi+’ 05,  Fischer+ ’14, Suwa+ ’13 …)

② Nuclear model affect the dynamics more than interaction model
(Hempel+’ 12,  Suwa + ’13, Sumiyoshi et al. in prep.)

③ Effective mass (Schneider +’19) and/or entropy densities (Boccioli+ ‘22)
may be key parameters for PNS structure, convection, and dynamics. 19

The Astrophysical Journal, 764:99 (19pp), 2013 February 10 Suwa et al.

Figure 10. Ye distribution for the simulation using LS180 at 400 ms post bounce.
Escaping material exhibits proton-rich conditions with Ye > 0.5, while infalling
material becomes neutron rich due to electron captures.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

ejected material from the PNS surface. In Figure 10 we show the
Ye distribution at 400 ms post bounce. Infalling material at large
radii, dominated by heavy nuclei, starts with the progenitor value
of Ye ! 0.5. The electron fraction then decreases continuously
due to electron captures as the material is compressed while
accreting onto the PNS surface, where Ye finally reaches values
as low as !0.05–0.2. However, the high-entropy region, which
corresponds to expanding matter, experiences a continuous
flux of neutrinos that stream off the PNS surface. There,
in the presence of similar electron neutrino and antineutrino
luminosities, and small average energy differences below 4 MeV
between !e and !̄e, matter becomes proton rich. Similar results
have been reported in previous studies of massive star explosions
that employ sophisticated neutrino transport (e.g., Liebendörfer
et al. 2001; Buras et al. 2006b; Fröhlich et al. 2006; Pruet et al.
2006; Wanajo 2006; Fischer et al. 2010).

In contrast to spherically symmetric models, multi-
dimensional models permit mass outflow alongside accreting
matter and hence, e.g., mixing with the surrounding material.
Mixing opens interesting aspects for the chemical evolution
of explosion models that cannot be obtained using 1D models.
This has been discussed at the example of the 8.8 M" O-Ne-Mg-
core explosion model in Wanajo et al. (2011) by comparing 1D
and 2D results. Neutron-rich conditions were obtained in both
cases due to the extremely fast initial expansion of the ejecta.
However, while only slightly neutron-rich conditions could be
obtained in 1D, mushroom-like, and more neutron-rich pockets
developed in 2D.

4.2. Comparison of 2D Models with Different EOS

Here, we compare the 2D results for the 15 M" progenitor
using the different EOS, i.e., LS180, LS375, and SHEN.
Figure 11 shows the shock-radius evolution for each model, each
of which has three lines, corresponding to maximum, angular
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Figure 11. Shock trajectories for the 2D simulations using the different
EOS LS180 (red solid lines), LS375 (green dotted lines), and SHEN (gray
dot-dashed lines). We show three lines for each model, which correspond to
the maximum shock radius, the angular averaged one, and the minimum radius,
from top to bottom.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

averaged, and minimum shock radius (from top to bottom). Note
that the minimum shock radius often coincides with the position
of the triple point of the shock, which is the starting point of the
cold downflow (see Figure 9(a)). In Figure 11, we can see that
LS180 and LS375 (red solid lines and green dotted lines) show
similar trajectories. There is a gradual expansion phase during
the post-bounce time tpb ! 200–300 ms, where the maximum
shock radii grow to about 500 km. While afterward, they grow
more rapidly in both models and reach about 2000 km for LS180
and 1800 km for LS375 at 500 ms post bounce. These two
models show no phase of shock retraction. For the 2D simulation
using SHEN, on the other hand, the shock wave does not enter
this second phase of fast shock expansion even at late times (see
Figure 11).

Before analyzing the origin of this observed difference in the
shock evolution between SHEN and LS180 further, a comment
regarding the likelihood to find explosions in our models seems
in order: At the time that the 2D simulations are stopped, the
“diagnosing explosion energy,” as defined in Suwa et al. 2010,
achieves #1050 erg in both LS EOS cases, while explosions
for the 2D simulations using SHEN are unlikely to occur.
LS180 has been applied in axially symmetric simulations of
the same 15 M" progenitor in Marek & Janka (2009), where
the average shock radius was found to oscillate around 200 km
for several 100 ms until it eventually starts to expand at about
600 ms post bounce, i.e., much later than in our simulations.
The fast and continuous shock expansion to increasingly larger
radii for our LS180 simulation is likely due to the omission
of the continuous energy loss by the emission of heavy lepton
neutrinos, and possibly the neglect of general relativistic effects
in the gravitational potential. Coming back to the discussion of
the differences between LS180 and SHEN, we will analyze in
the following the two different aspects of (1) neutrino heating/
cooling and (2) subsequent convective activity.

Figure 12 illustrates the evolution of the neutrino luminosities
and average energies in 1D (thin lines) and 2D (thick lines),
comparing LS180 (red solid line) and SHEN (gray dot-dashed
line), for electron neutrinos (left panel) and antineutrinos (right
panel), respectively. Note the rapid variations in the luminosities
on a millisecond timescale, which are due to the convective
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Medium
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Stiff LS 
K=375 MeV
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a review paper (SF & H. Nagakura) in prep.
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